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Fluorescent heterogeneities in turbid media: 
limits for detection, characterization, and 
comparison with absorption 

Xingde Li, Britton Chance, and Arjun G. Yodh 

The fundamental limits for detection and characterization of fuorescent ~phosphorescent! inhomogene-
ities embedded in tissuelike highly scattering turbid media are investigated. The absorption and 
fuorescence contrast introduced by exogenous fuorophores are also compared. Both analyses are based 
on practical signal-to-noise ratio considerations. For an object with fvefold fuorophore concentration 
and lifetime contrast with respect to the background tissue, we fnd the smallest detectable fuorescent 
object at 3-cm depth in tissuelike turbid media to be ;0.25 cm in radius, whereas the smallest charac-
terizable object size is ;0.75 cm in radius, given a model with 1% amplitude and 0.5° phase noise. We 
also fnd that, for fuorescence extinction coeffcients e # 0.5 3 105 cm21 M21, the fuorescence measure-
ment mode is superior to the absorption mode for detecting an inhomogeneity. The optimal choice of 
modulation frequency for the frequency-domain fuorescence measurements is also discussed. © 1998
Optical Society of America 

OCIS codes: 170.3650, 170.5270, 260.2570, 290.1990, 290.4210, 290.7050. 
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1. Introduction 

Near-infrared ~NIR! diffusive light is expected to be a 
useful diagnostic and imaging probe for highly scat-
tering media such as biological tissue.1 One interest-
ing and potentially important biomedical application is 
to detect and localize heterogeneities such as hemato-
mas and tumors in thick tissue.2 Most studies thus 
ar have focused on endogenous tissue optical prop-
rties such as local variations in optical absorption 
nd scattering for contrast between a tissue abnor-
ality and its surroundings. Fundamental limits 

or detection and characterization of endogenous ab-
orptive and scattering optical inhomogeneities have 
een investigated.3 In 6-cm-thick slabs, for exam-
le, it has been shown that the smallest detectable 
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object size is ;0.30 cm in diameter ~given an approx-
mately three-fold absorption or approximately two-
old scattering contrast!, whereas the smallest 
haracterizable object size is ;1.0 cm in diameter 
iven a practical signal-to-noise ratio ~0.3% ampli-
ude noise and 0.08° phase noise!. 

Although biological tissues contain several intrin-
ic fuorophores,4 none is available in the NIR region, 

and the high absorption makes these fuorophores 
disadvantageous for thick-tissue diagnosis. Thus 
exogenous fuorescent and phosphorescent contrast 
agents in the NIR region have been considered as 
means to enhance the sensitivity and specifcity for 
tumor detection, imaging, and treatment in deep 
tissues.5–14 The underlying ideas in this case bear 
ubstantial similarity to positron emission tomogra-
hy, fuorescence microscopy, and gadolinium-
nhanced magnetic resonance imaging15 ~MRI!.

The approach relies on the fact that some fuoro-
phores ~e.g., hematoporphrin and fuorophore-tagged 
antibodies! preferentially accumulate within the tu-

or tissue,16 have environmentally sensitive life-
times ~e.g., owing to fuorescence quencher 
concentration variation!,17–19 or both. 

Clearly it is desirable to estimate the extent to 
hich fuorescent light can be used for tumor detec-

ion and characterization. In this paper we aim to 
uantify these detection and characterization limits. 
n addition to emitting at the fuorescence wave-
1 October 1998 y Vol. 37, No. 28 y APPLIED OPTICS 6833 
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length lem, fuorophores absorb light at an excitation 
wavelength lex. Therefore all exogenous fuoro-

hores also provide absorption contrast at lex. A
second aim in this paper is to clarify the circum-
stances under which absorption or emission detection 
modes should be used with exogenous contrast 
agents. The answer will depend on such factors as 
fuorescence quantum yield and extinction coeff-
cient. Finally, diffusive wave modulation frequency 
can elevate or suppress the fuorescence contrast, and 
we discuss the optimal choice of modulation fre-
quency for fuorescence measurements in the fre-
quency domain. 

We consider a simple breast-tumor model system 
consisting of a single spherical object embedded in a 
highly scattering turbid medium, and we consider the 
frequency-domain experimental scheme throughout 
this paper. We use analytical solutions of fuores-
cent diffuse photon density waves10 ~FDPDW’s! to 
calculate the exact fuorescence amplitude and phase 
at the sample boundaries. We then obtain simu-
lated experimental data by adding random noise to 
the exact fuorescence signal ~amplitude and phase!.

irst we address the fundamental limits for using 
DPDW’s to detect and characterize tumors by con-
idering a practical fuorophore concentration– 
ifetime contrast and a realistic signal-to-noise ratio. 

e then compare the fuorescence and absorption 
ontrast introduced by exogenous fuorophores. Fi-
ally we suggest a simple criterion for choosing a 
odulation frequency to elevate the fuorescence con-

rast. The results of this analysis may serve as a 
uideline for design and selection of exogenous con-
rast agents. 

2. Summary of Analytical Solutions 

In a thick highly scattering medium such as biologi-
cal tissue, NIR light transport is often well approxi-
mated as a diffusive process. Microscopically, when 
the medium’s absorption length is much longer than 
its scattering length ~as is the case for NIR light in 
many biological tissues!, each photon experiences 
multiple scattering events before its absorption or its 
transmission through the sample boundaries. 
When a sinusoidal intensity-modulated light source 
is coupled into the medium ~as in all frequency-
domain experiments!, the diffusive photons add inco-
herently to produce a scalar photon density wave 
propagating outward from the source. This scalar 
wave is referred to as a diffuse photon density wave 
~DPDW!.1 

Next, suppose that the turbid medium contains a 
distribution of fuorophores. The fuorophores may 
be excited by the incident DPDW at optical wave-
length lex. When the excited fuorophores radia-
tively relax, fuorescent photons are generated that, 
again, propagate diffusively through the turbid me-
dium. Collectively a FDPDW is created by addition 
of the emissions from all fuorophores in the medium. 
We adopt the following notation in the present dis-
cussion: optical properties related to the homoge-
neous background medium ~i.e., outside the object!
834 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 37, No. 28 y 1 October 1998 
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Modulation Frequencya 

Background Inhomogeneity 

lex lem lex lem 

c c c cma1 s1 ma1f s1f ma2 s2 ma2f s2fm9 m9 m9 m9 

0.02 8.0 0.025 8.0 0.0205 8.0 0.0256 8.0 

aThe optical properties given in this table are in units of inverse 
entimeters. The source modulation frequency is 200 MHz unless 
tated explicitly elsewhere. 

are indicated by a subscript 1, e.g., ma1, m9s1; optical 
properties related to the object are indicated by a sub-
script 2, e.g., ma2, m9s2; optical properties related to the 

uorescent ~or emission! DPDW’s are indicated with 
n extra subscript f. We use a superscript c to indi-
ate chromophore-related parameters ~see Table 1!. 

The analytical solution for the FDPDW in a piece-
ise homogeneous infnite turbid medium consisting 
f a spherical object in an otherwise homogeneous 
ackground can be written as the superposition of 

frthe homogeneous FDPDW Fhomo and a scattered 
frFDPDW Fsc ~Ref. 10; also see Appendix A!; i.e., 

fr fr frFhetero ~rs, rd, v, a! 5 Fhomo ~rs, rd, v! 1 Fsc ~rs, rd, v, a! 

eq1h1 N1
5 F1 ~rs, rd, v!

1 2 ivt1 

eq2h2 N2
1 F2 ~rs, rd, v, a!. (1)

1 2 ivt2 

Here rs and rd are the source and the detector posi-
ions, respectively, a is the radius of the inhomoge-
eity, and v is the angular source modulation 

requency; e.g., v 5  2pf, where f is what we generally 
all the modulation frequency. N1 and t1 are the 

fuorophore concentration and lifetime, respectively, 
in the homogeneous background medium ~e.g., out-
side the spherical inhomogeneity!; N2 and t2 are the 
concentration and lifetime inside the inhomogeneity. 
e is the fuorophore extinction coeffcient at the exci-
tation wavelength lex. h1~h2! is the fuorescence 
uantum yield outside ~inside! the object. For sim-
licity, we set h1 5 h2 5 10% in this discussion. q1

~q2! is the quenching factor ~defned below! for the 
uorophores outside ~inside! the object. The analyt-

cal solution @Eq. ~1!# has been verifed with fnite-
ifference numerical calculations.10 

Suppose that the natural radiative decay rate of 
the fuorophore is G0. In the presence of quenchers, 

uorophores in excited states can also decay to their 
round states through nonradiative channels. 
herefore the total decay rate G increases; e.g., G 5 G0

1 KD@Q#. Here @Q# is the quencher concentration 
nd KD is the Stern–Volmer quenching constant.20 

The quenching factor q is the ratio of the radiative 
decay rate G0 to the total decay rate G; e.g., q 5 G0yG
5 tyt0, where t0 and t are, respectively, the radiative 
ifetime and the total lifetime of the fuorophore in 
he presence of the quencher. In biology, paramag-

https://constant.20
https://calculations.10
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netic oxygen ~ O2! is a common quencher for almost 
all fuorophores. The oxygen concentration @Q2# in 
the tumor can be two to four times lower that in the 
surrounding normal tissues @Q1# because of the high 
oxygen consumption rate within the tumor.21 In 
this case fuorophores within the tumor are quenched 
less than the fuorophores in the surrounding normal 
tissues, and the lifetime within the tumor, t2, is
longer than that of the surrounding normal tissues, 
t1. The quenching factors outside and inside the 
umor are q1 5 t1yt0 and q2 5 t2yt0. We fnd that 
he quenching factor is proportional to the lifetime, 
nd it is higher within the tumor than that in the 
ormal tissue ~q2 . q1! if the oxygen concentration is 

ower in the tumor. It has been suggested that this 
uenching effect q1,2 combined with the demodula-
ion factor 1y~1 2 vt1,2! provides us the physiological 

and biochemical basis for using fuorophore lifetime 
contrast for tumor detection.14,17,19 

The frst term on the right-hand side of Eq. ~1! is 
the analytical solution of the FDPDW in a homoge-

frneous fuorescent turbid medium; e.g., Fhomo 5
~eq1h1N1!y~1 2 ivt1! F1, where the function F1 has a 
imple form ~for details see Appendix A!. It depends 
n the optical properties of homogeneous background 
edium at both excitation and emission wave-

engths. In the presence of exogenous fuorophores 
he total background absorption coeffcient is the sum 
f the endogenous chromophore absorption and the 
xogenous fuorophore absorption; e.g., the total ab-
orption at lex of the homogeneous fuorophore-
ontaining background medium is ma1 5 ma

c 
1 1 eN1, 

where m ca1 is the endogenous absorption that is due to 
he tissue chromophores and N1 is the concentration 
f exogenous background fuorophore. Most fuoro-
hores have rather broad absorption spectra. In ad-
ition, we also account for the self-absorption effect of 
uorophores by approximating the fuorophore ex-
inction coeffcient at fuorescence wavelength lem as 

one tenth of that at lex, e.g., ef 5 0.1e. The total 
absorption at l is then ma1f 5 mc 1 efN1. We can em a1f 
easily obtain the absorption for the medium inside 
the object by replacing N1 with the fuorophore con-
entration inside the object, N2. The change of the 
cattering coeffcients can also be incorporated into 
q. ~1!. In general the molecular size of the fuoro-
hore is small. So the change of scattering intro-
uced by the fuorophore is small. Therefore we 
imply neglect the change of the scattering coeffcient 
hat is due to the presence of the exogenous fuoro-
hores. 
The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. ~1! 

fr 5 ~denotes the scattered wave, e.g., Fsc eq2h2N2!y
1 2 ivt2!F2. F2 has a rather complicated functional 
ependence on many parameters, such as the optical 
roperties at lex and lem, the fuorophore concentra-
ion inside–outside the object, the size and the posi-
ion of the object, the source–detector positions, and 
he source modulation frequency ~see Appendix A 
nd Ref. 10!. It can be written as the sum of multi-
ole moments of all orders ~spherical Bessel functions 
nd spherical Hankel functions of the frst kind!, e.g., 
Fig. 1. Infnite slab with one side at z 5 0 cm and the other side 
at z 5 5 cm. ~a! Single source–detector geometry. The source 
and the detector are fxed as shown. A single object is centered 
between the source and the detector at ~0, 2.5! cm. The FDPDW 
is calculated under this single source–detector confguration for 
the detection limits analysis. ~b! Source position fxed as shown. 
The detector scans along one side of the slab ~x axis! in steps of 
0.2 cm. The fuorescence amplitudes and phases at 21 detector 
positions are calculated for characterization limits analysis. 

Ffr
sc 5 monopole 1 diopole 1 quadrapole 1 higher 

order. The dominant term is the monopole moment. 
Different moments have different functional depen-
dences on the radius of the object ~a! and on the 

uorophore concentration inside the object ~N2!. If
we Taylor expand different moments with respect to 
the radius a and the concentration N2, we fnd that 
the monopole moment is related to the concentration 
and radius through N2a3, which is the total number 
of fuorophores inside the object; the dipole moment is 
related to N2a5. Inasmuch as object size a and fu-
rophore concentration N2 appear in the scattered 

wave as a product, it is essential that at least two 
multipole moments ~e.g., the monopole and the dipole 

oments! exceed the noise level to characterize a and 
2 simultaneously. We discuss this point in detail 

n Subsection 5.C. On the other hand, the lifetime 
ependence of the moments is simple. Different mo-
ents have the same functional dependence of the 
oments is simple. Different moments have the 

ame functional dependence on the lifetime through 
2y~1 2 ivt2! ; t2y~1 2 ivt2!. This fact can be seen 

from Eq. ~1!, in which the lifetime is an overall factor 
ssociated with the scattered wave. Thus we see 
hat the simultaneous characterization of lifetime t2

and concentration N2 is relatively easier than the 
imultaneous characterization of concentration N2 

and radius a. 

3. Models and Criteria 

The model that we consider in this paper is an inf-
nitely long slab with a fnite width of 5 cm ~Fig. 1!.
An excitation light source modulated at 200 MHz is 
placed upon the surface of one side of the slab, and a 
detector is placed upon the opposite side. A single 
spherical inhomogeneity is embedded at the center of 
the slab, and it is aligned with the source. Extrap-
olated zero boundary conditions are applied, leading 
to an infnite ~but convergent! series of image source– 
object pairs22–24 ~Fig. 2!. We then can use the ana-
ytical solution for an infnite medium to calculate the 
orward FDPDW’s that correspond to the real source– 
bject pair and each image source–object pair, and 
uperpose those FDPDW’s to obtain the total 

Detector fixed at (0, 0) cm 

(a) 

Detector scanning over -2 to 2 cm 

(b) 
1 October 1998 y Vol. 37, No. 28 y APPLIED OPTICS 6835 
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Table 2. Quantum Yield h, Background Fluorophore Concentration 
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Fig. 2. Extrapolated zero boundary conditions are incorporated 
into the forward FDPDW calculations by introduction of a series of 
image source–object pairs. Planes B1 and B2 are the two physical 
urfaces of the slab turbid medium. Planes P1 and P2 are the 

extrapolated boundaries a distance zb 5 0.704ym9s from the corre-
ponding physical surfaces B1 and B2. The fuorescence photon 

fuence is approximated to be zero on the extrapolated boundaries 
P1 and P2. The thickness of the slab is denoted w. The source ~S!
s at z 5 0, the object ~O! is at z 5 2d, and the detector ~D! can be 

anywhere on the physical surfaces or within the slab. S1–O1 is 
the image source–object pair of the real source–object pair S–O 
with respect to plane P1; S1–O1 and S–O are mirror symmetric 
bout plane P1. S2–O2 is the image source–object pair of the real 

source–object pair S–O with respect to plane P2; S2–O2 and S–O 
are symmetric about plane P2. S3–O3 is the image source–object 
pair of the image source–object pair S2–O2 with respect to plane P1;
S3–O3 and S2–O2 are symmetric about plane P1. Series of image 
ource–object pairs can go on following a simple observation. The 
igns of the image sources are also indicated here. The total 
DPDW is the superposition of the FDPDW’s generated by the real 
ource–object pair S–O and all the image source–object pairs Si –Oi

with appropriate signs for the image sources. The series con-
verges fast because the fuorescence photon fuence decays expo-
nentially with respect to the ~image! source–detector separation. 

FDPDW for the slab geometry. For the detection 
limit study, we calculate the fuorescence wave for a 
single detector geometry in which the detector is 
aligned with the source such that the object is cen-
tered between the source and the detector @Fig. 1~a!#.
For the characterization study, we keep the source 
position fxed and scan the detector along one side of 
the slab ~x axis! over a 4-cm ~22, 2! region with 
.2-cm step size @Fig. 1~b!#. The fuorescence diffu-
ive wave ~amplitude and phase! is then calculated 
or 21 different detector positions. Throughout the 
iscussion, the endogenous chromophore optical 
roperties of the object and the surrounding back-
round medium are kept fxed while we vary the 
uorophore concentration and lifetime as well as the 
bject size. 
The criteria that we use to determine the detection 

nd characterization limits are based on a signal-to-
oise ratio analysis. We assume a perfect optical 
lter to reject the background excitation light com-
letely. We come back to discuss the practical re-
uirements for the optical flter in Section 6. In 
eneral our system is not limited by shot noise. Con-
ider a 3-mW excitation light source. This corre-
ponds to an excitation photon fuence of ;1016 

photonsys. Given typical fuorophore concentration, 
lifetime, and optical properties ~see Tables 1 and 2!,
the detected fuorescence fuence is ;1010 photonsys

P, 
I 
I 
I 

o,s.s20, I 
r-·. i+J <-J r'l---+I _.... 
,_ .. ~.j I 

-(2w+2z,,) I 
-(2w+2z,,-<l) I 

I 
I 
I 

-(w+z,,) 

0, s, 
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N1, Lifetime t1, and Extinction Coeffcients e and ef 
a 

h N1 t1 e ~at lex! ef ~at lex! 

10% 0.1 mM 1.0 ns 0.5 3 105 cm21 M21 0.05 3 105 cm21 M21

aThe quantum yield is fxed at 10% for background fuorophores 
nd fuorophores inside the object. The fuorophore extinction 
oeffcient at the fuorescence wavelength lem is one tenth of that 

at the excitation wavelength lex, e.g., ef 5 0.1e. Throughout the 
paper the extinction coeffcients are fxed to these values unless 
stated otherwise. 

for a 5-cm source–detector separation and an active 
detection area of 0.3-cm diameter. Even when we 
take into account a loss by another factor of 103 that 
s due to the optoelectrical conversion quantum eff-
iency of the detector and to other optical couplings, 
e still have a fuorescence fuence of ;107 pho-

tonsys, which corresponds to a shot noise of ;3 3
1024 in 1 s. In practice, other noise from electronics 
or positional uncertainties will exceed this shot noise. 
For simplicity, we then consider 1% ~1022! amplitude 
nd 0.5° phase random noise in our noise model. 
For studies of detection limits we consider the rel-

ative amplitude and phase of the FDPDW, e.g., 
fr fr fr fruFheteroyFhomou 2 1 and @Arg~Fhetero! 2  Arg~Fhomo!#,

respectively. They represent the fractional ampli-
tude and the relative phase perturbation to the 
FDPDW caused by the inhomogeneity. When either 
the fractional amplitude or the relative phase pertur-
bation is greater than the system noise level, e.g., 

fr fr fr fruFheteroyFhomou 2 1 . 1% ~or uFheteroyFhomou , 21%! in 
fr framplitude or uArg~Fhetero! 2  Arg~Fhomo!u . 0.5° in 

hase, we say that the inhomogeneity is detectable. 
For studies of characterization limits we frst cal-

ulate the amplitude and the phase of the fuores-
ence diffusive wave, using the analytical solutions.10 

We simulate the experimental data by adding 1% 
noise randomly to the amplitude and 0.5° noise ran-
domly to the phase. We then employ a x2 ftting 

rocedure to determine the fuorophore concentration 
r lifetime or the size of the inhomogeneity, while 
ssuming that all other parameters are known ~e.g., 
re determined by other imaging modalities such as 
-ray, ultrasound, or MRI independently or in con-
unction with the optical method!. Clearly the situ-
tion that we consider here is a best-case one. When 
he ftted parameters have less than 20% fractional 
ncertainties relative to their true values, we say 
hat the inhomogeneity is characterizable. 

4. Detection Limits 

Consider a turbid medium of the slab geometry 
shown in Fig. 1~a!. The amplitude and the phase of 
he FDPDW will depend on the concentration and 
ifetime as well as on other parameters. We con-
ider fuorescent dyes, e.g., ICG, which is approved by 
he U.S. Food and Drug Administration for diagnostic 
urposes, that have lifetimes of roughly 1 ns and 
oncentrations of roughly 0.1 mM.25 We frst con-

sider a fxed background-fuorophore concentration 

https://solutions.10
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Fig. 3. Contour plots of fractional amplitude and relative phase 
change versus fuorophore concentration ~N2yN1! and lifetime 
ariation ~t2yt1! for different-sized objects. The radii are indi-
ated in units inverse centimeters. ~a! Curves, 1% fraction am-
litude perturbation contours. Hatched areas, fractional 
mplitude change greater than 1% ~or less 21%!. ~b! Curves, 0.5° 
elative phase change contours. Hatched areas, relative phase 
hange greater than 0.5° ~or less than 20.5°!. 

N1 5 0.1 mM and a lifetime t1 5 1.0 ns ~Table 2!.
Thereafter the perturbation to the FDPDW intro-
duced by the inhomogeneity will depend only on the 
relative values of fuorophore concentration contrast 
N2yN1 and lifetime contrast t2yt1. Later we discuss 

ow the absolute background-fuorophore concentra-
ion and lifetime affect the relative amplitude and 

fr frphase of FDPDW, uFheteroyFhomou 2 1 and 
fr fr@Arg~Fhetero! 2  Arg~Fhomo!#, for a fxed fuorophore 

oncentration contrast N2yN1 and lifetime contrast 
2yt1. The administration of exogenous fuorescent 
ontrast agents is more desirable when the optical 
nhomogeneity is intrinsically weak. In this paper 
e assume that the difference of endogenous optical 
roperties between the inhomogeneity and the sur-
ounding background tissue is small ~Table 1!.
hus the detection contrast is mainly from the exog-
nous contrast agents. 

A. Relative Concentration and Lifetime Variation Contrast 

For different sizes of spherical inhomogeneities the 
amplitude and the phase of the FDPDW are calcu-
lated over a broad range of fuorophore concentration 
and lifetime contrast. The fractional amplitude per-
turbation and relative phase change contours are 
plotted in Fig. 3. The curves represent the 1% frac-
tional amplitude contours and 0.5° relative phase 
contours for different object sizes. The hatched ar-
eas indicate the fractional amplitude ~relative phase 
hift! greater than 1% ~0.5°!. Before making a de-
ailed analysis, we fnd qualitatively that higher fu-
rophore concentration contrast ~N2yN1! and higher 

lifetime contrast ~t2yt1! result in greater amplitude 
and phase perturbations and therefore permit detec-
tion of smaller objects. 

Now let us study why the contours follow the 
trends indicated by Fig. 3. First consider the depen-
dence of the FDPDW amplitude on the fuorophore 
concentration inside the object, N2. The fuorophore 
oncentration has two opposing effects on the ampli-
ude of the FDPDW. On the one hand, given a 
igher fuorophore concentration, more fuorophores 

10.0 11 ~ f 10.0 

~d N Radius 
(+) 0 0 --f. f. 

€ € 
" 1.0 " 1.0 E E 

~ j (-) 
.J .J 

0.1 
(-1%)~,0.·\ 

0.1 
1 10 10 

Concentration (N 2 /N1) Concentration (N 2 /N1) 

(a) (b) 
er unit volume will be excited and therefore more 
uorescent photons will be produced; on the other 
and, higher fuorophore concentration increases the 
otal absorption coeffcients for both the excitation 
nd the emission light. This result will then reduce 
he excitation and emission photon fuence. The lat-
er effect will not be important when the absolute 
oncentration of the contrast agent is low. From the 
ractical and clinical point of view, the fuorophore 
oncentration has to be low enough ~e.g., ,1 mM! to 
void serious phototoxicity. For fuorophore extinc-
ion coeffcients e near 0.5 3 105 cm21 M21 the addi-

tional absorption introduced by the exogenous 
fuorophore at ;1-mM concentration is roughly in the 
range of the endogenous tissue chromophore absorp-
tion, e.g., N2e ;  0.05 cm21. Under this condition, 
he perturbation to homogeneous fuorescent photon 
uence by the object will be roughly proportional to 
he fuorophore concentration. As shown in Fig. 
~a!, for a given fuorophore lifetime t2, as the fuoro-

phore concentration N2 increases, the object size re-
uired to produce the same amount of amplitude ~1%!
nd phase ~0.5°! perturbation decreases, and there-
ore a smaller object can be detected. 

The dependence of fuorescence amplitude on the 
uorophore lifetime inside the object is apparent. 
quation ~1! indicates that the fuence is proportional

2!1y2o ut2y~1 2 ivt2!u 5 t2y~1 1 v2t2 , where v is the 
ngular intensity modulation frequency of the source 
nd t2 is the fuorophore lifetime in the object ~e.g., 

tumor!. Consider the change of lifetime t2 that is 
due to quenching ~q2!. An increase in lifetime ~t2!
ntroduces two competing effects on the fuorescence 
uence. On the one hand, longer lifetimes indicate 

ess quenching for the fuorophores because q2 } t2; 
herefore the fuorescence fuence will increase. On 
he other hand, longer lifetimes cause a greater de-
odulation @}1y~1 2 ivt2!#; therefore the fuores-

cence fuence will decrease. Combining these two 
effects, we fnd that overall the fuorescence fuence 
will frst increase as the lifetime t2 increases at a 
fxed fuorophore concentration N2. When the life-
ime reaches a value that is greater than the source 
odulation period, e.g., t2 . 2pyv, these two effects 

ancel and the fuorescence fuence then reaches its 
aturation state @Fig. 3~a!#. 
The dependence of relative phase shift on fuoro-

hore concentration N2 is less obvious. Loosely 
speaking, the phase is related to the average photon 
path length of the detected photons. A longer path 
length corresponds to a larger phase shift. Higher 
fuorophore concentration increases the absorption 
coeffcient. Consequently, the survival probability 
of photons with longer path length decreases. The 
resultant average path length is then reduced. 
Therefore the relative phase shift decreases as the 
fuorophore concentration increases. The relative 
phase shift is related to the lifetime in the tumor by 
tan21~vt2! @see Eq. ~1!#. A longer lifetime corre-
sponds to a greater phase shift. This effect on the 
relative phase shift is opposite that which results 
from the increase of the fuorophore concentration. 
1 October 1998 y Vol. 37, No. 28 y APPLIED OPTICS 6837 
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Therefore in the lower-left corner of the phase con-
tour plot in Fig. 3~b!, where the phase shift is domi-

ated by the concentration contrast, we observe 
egative relative phase changes, whereas in the 
pper-right corner, where the phase shift is domi-
ated by the lifetime contrast, we observe positive 
elative phase changes. 

The detection limits depend on the fuorophore con-
rast ~N2yN1 and t2yt1! as well as on the detection 

system’s noise level. Suppose that in practice we 
have fvefold fuorophore concentration and lifetime 
variation ~N2yN1 5 5 and t2yt1 5 5!. If our detection 
ystem is limited by 1% noise in amplitude and 0.5° in 
hase, we fnd from Fig. 3 that the smallest detect-
ble object size is ;0.25 cm in radius. Given a 
igher fuorophore concentration contrast ~e.g., 
2yN1 5 10!, a larger lifetime variation ~e.g., t2yt1 5

10!, and a lower detection system noise level, a 
smaller object ~e.g., 0.15 cm in radius! can then be 
detected. 

B. Effect of Absolute Concentration and Lifetime 
Variation 

The perturbation of the FDPDW also depends on the 
absolute background-fuorophore concentration N1 
and lifetime t1. The total background absorption in-
creases as the background-fuorophore concentration 
increases. If we keep the concentration contrast 
N2yN1 fxed, the perturbation decreases slightly ~in a 

onlinear fashion! as the background concentration 
1 increases. This is so simply because less excita-

tion light will reach the object from the source and 
less fuorescent light will reach the detector from the 
fuorescent object. 

Following the same analysis as that in the early 
part of this section and assuming that we have the 
same contrast ~N2yN1 5 5 and t2yt1 5 5.0! and the 
ame detection sensitivity ~1% in amplitude and 0.5° 
n phase!, when the background-fuorophore concen-
ration increases from 0.1 to 0.5 mM we fnd that the 
mallest detectable object is ;0.30 cm in radius ~com-
ared with 0.25 cm in radius for lower background 
oncentration N1 5 0.1 mM!. On the other hand, the 
erturbation of FDPDW has a simpler dependence on 
uorophore lifetimes ~t1 and t2!, e.g., the amplitude 
erturbation ;~t2yt1!@~1 1 v2t2

1!y~1 1 v2t2
2!#1y2 and 

phase perturbation ;@tan21~vt2! 2  tan21~vt1!# 5 
tan21@~t2yt1!vt1# 2  tan21~vt1!%. If we keep the rel-

ative lifetime contrast ~t2yt1! fxed, both the ampli-
ude and the phase perturbation decrease as the 
ackground-fuorophore lifetime t1 increases. For 

example, given the same relative concentration and 
lifetime ~e.g., N2yN1 5 5 and t2yt1 5 5!, when the 
bsolute background-fuorophore lifetime increases 
rom 1.0 to 5.0 ns we fnd that the smallest detectable 
bject size is ;0.32 cm in radius ~compared with 
.25 cm in radius for a shorter background lifetime 
1 5 1.0 ns!. 

5. Characterization Limits 

Detection of an object does not imply that we can 
characterize the object. Characterization is more dif-
838 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 37, No. 28 y 1 October 1998 
fcult. Complete characterization includes determi-
nation of all parameters of a heterogeneous medium. 
For a simple case in which there is one spherical object 
embedded in an otherwise homogeneous-background 
turbid medium, these parameters are the endogenous 
absorption and scattering coeffcients of the object 
and the background at the excitation and the emis-
sion wavelengths ~eight parameters!, the fuorophore 
oncentration and lifetime inside and outside the in-
omogeneity ~four parameters!, and the size and the 
osition of the inhomogeneity ~four parameters!. So
e have a 16-parameter set. To explore the limits to 
hich the FDPDW can be fully used to characterize a 
uorescent object, we simplify the problem by assum-

ng that only a few parameters are unknown and all 
thers are known ~e.g., determined by other modali-
ies such as ultrasound or MRI independently, or in 
onjunction with the optical method!. There are two 
ituations that we consider. First, we simulta-
eously characterize the fuorophore concentration 
N2! and lifetime ~t2! inside the inhomogeneity with 
n assumption that all other parameters are known. 
econd, we simultaneously characterize the interior 
uorophore concentration ~N2! and the size of the 

nhomogeneity ~a!, assuming again that all the other 
arameters are known. The two situations that we 
onsider here are therefore best-case ones. 

A. Characterization of an Object with a Known Size 

For this case we calculate the FDPDW by using the 
exact analytical solutions for which the object size is 
kept at 0.5 cm in radius. The source position is 
fxed, and the detector scans over ~22.0, 2.0! cm along 
the x axis with steps of 0.2 cm @Fig. 1~b!#. We then 

ave 21 amplitude and 21 phase exact data points in 
otal. The experimental data ~measurements! are 
imulated by addition of 1% amplitude and 0.5° phase 
andom noise to the exact data. We then apply the 
 2 ftting procedure to characterize simultaneously 
he fuorophore concentration and lifetime of the fu-
rescent object, assuming that all other parameters 
re known. The x 2 to be minimized is the weighted 
ifference between the measurements and the theo-
etical estimate, i.e., 

21 
2 @Ai, M ~N2, t2! 2 Ai, Th ~N2, t2!#

2 

x ~N2, t2! 5 ( H 
i51 dA 

2 

@ui, M ~N2, t2! 2 ui, Th ~N2, t2!#
2 

1 2 , (2)
du 

J 
where Ai,M and ui,M are the amplitude and the phase 
f the ith measurements, respectively ~one of 21 mea-
urements along the x axis!, and Ai,Th and ui,Th are 
he amplitude and the phase of the corresponding 
heoretical predictions. dA and du are the amplitude 
nd phase errors in corresponding measurements. 
he minimization is done by use of the Simplex 
own-hill subroutine in Numerical Recipes in C.26 

For any given fuorophore concentration and lifetime, 
we take fve scans by using different seeds for the 
random-noise generator. We then ft these fve data 

https://parameters!.So
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sets separately. The ftting results can be different 
for these fve data sets. The standard errors ~dN2 
and dt2! of the ftted parameters are calculated for 
fve scans, and the fractional uncertainties in the 
concentration and lifetime characterization ~dN2yN2 
and dt2yt2! can then be obtained. We repeat the 
procedure for different fuorophore concentration and 
lifetime contrast ~N2yN1 and t2yt1!. The contours of 
he fractional uncertainties in the fuorophore con-
entration and lifetime characterization are illus-
rated in Fig. 4 for a broad range of fuorophore 
oncentration contrast ~x axis! and lifetime variation 
 y axis!. 

In Section 4 we saw that higher concentrations ~N2! 
nd longer lifetime ~t2! introduce greater perturba-

tion to the FDPDW, and therefore smaller character-
ization errors are expected as these parameters are 
increased. This result is in agreement with the 
overall trends in Fig. 4. It shows that the charac-
terization error is smaller for higher concentration 
and longer lifetime. We also notice that the frac-
tional characterization error in lifetime is greater 
when the lifetime gets longer, which appears surpris-
ing in light of the fact that longer lifetimes give rise to 
greater perturbations. However, note that we con-
sider a 0.5° absolute random phase noise and that the 
absolute phase error propagates into the lifetime 
through the phase @tan21~vt2!#. Because of the sat-

ration characteristics of the tan21 ~x! function this 
0.5° random phase noise will correspond a larger life-
time uncertainty for a larger vt2. As shown in Fig. 
4, if the object size is known by some other means, the 
fuorescent object can the be characterized very ac-
curately over a broad range of fuorophore concentra-
tion contrast ~2 , N2yN1 , 10! and lifetime variation 
0.2 , t2yt1 , 1.8!, e.g., within 6% fractional uncer-
ainties. For an object of a smaller size ~e.g., 0.3 cm 
n radius! and over the same range of concentration 
ontrast and lifetime variation, the characterization 
ncertainties will be much larger, e.g., ,20%, 
hereas for an object of a greater size ~e.g., 0.8 cm in 
radius! the characterization uncertainties will be 
much less, e.g., ,3%. 

Local x2 minima are problematic for any ftting 
rocedure. One way to evaluate the ftting quality is 
o check the x 2 distribution versus ftting parameters. 
 good ft will correspond to a minimum x2 with a 
arrow valley. Figure 5~a! illustrates an example of 
 2 versus fuorophore concentration N2 for two differ-

ent fuorophore lifetimes ~t2yt1 5 0.1 and t2yt1 5 1.7!.
We chose these two lifetimes as representatives of a 
short and a long lifetime. A clear single valley exists 
for both short and long lifetimes. As we expect, a 
longer lifetime corresponds to a narrower valley. 
For comparison, x 2 versus the fuorophore lifetime t2 
for two different concentrations ~N2yN1 5 2 and 
N2yN1 5 6! is shown in Fig. 5~b!. In this case the x2

curve has a narrower valley for higher concentration. 
For other concentrations or lifetimes the x2 curves 
ollow the general trends, as illustrated in Fig. 5. 

B. Characterization of an Object with an Unknown Size 

We next consider the characterization limits for an 
object with unknown size. For this case we apply 
the x 2 minimization procedure and ft for size and 
oncentration simultaneously with all other param-
ters known. For simplicity, we assume that there 
s no lifetime contrast ~e.g., t2 5 t1!. We follow a 

procedure similar to that used in Subsection 5.A. 
The simulated experimental data again have 1% ran-
dom noise in amplitude and 0.5° random noise in 
phase. The only difference is that the ftting param-
eters are the concentration N2 and the radius a in 
this case; we minimize x 2 by varying these two pa-
rameters. The contours of the fractional uncertain-
ties in the fuorophore concentration and object 
radius are presented in Fig. 6 over a broad range of 
fuorophore concentration ~x axis! and object size ~ y 
axis!. For a given size, the higher the concentration, 
the smaller the characterization uncertainties; for a 
given fuorophore concentration, the bigger the object 
size, the smaller the characterization uncertainties. 
Fig. 4. Characterization limits for an object of a known size ~ra-
ius a 5 0.5 cm!. ~a! characterization uncertainties in fuoro-
hore concentration N2. For a given lifetime the uncertainty is 
maller for a higher concentration; for a given fuorophore concen-
ration the uncertainty is smaller for a longer lifetime. ~b! Char-
cterization uncertainties in lifetime t2. For a given lifetime the 
ncertainty is smaller for a higher concentration; for a given con-
entration the uncertainty is smaller for a greater lifetime varia-
ion. See Subsection 5.A for explanations. 

0 
2 4 

C 
6 

8 oncentration (N / 10 
(a) 2 N1) 

0 
2 4 

C 
6 a oncentration ( N 1 o 

(b) 2/N1) 
Fig. 5. Example of x2 distribution versus ftting parameters in 
haracterization of an object with a known size. Fluorophore con-
entration N2 and lifetime t2 are the two ftting parameters, which 

we characterize simultaneously. ~a! x2 versus concentration for a 
long and a short lifetime ~t2!. A longer lifetime ~t2yt1 5 1.7!
corresponds to a narrower valley. ~b! x2 versus lifetime for a high 
nd a low concentration ~N2!. A higher concentration ~N2yN1 5 6!

corresponds to a narrower valley. 
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Fig. 6. Characterization limits for an object of an unknown size. 
~a! Characterization uncertainties in fuorophore concentration 
N2. ~b! Characterization uncertainties in radius a. In both ~a!
nd ~b!, for a given object size the uncertainties are smaller for a 
igher concentration; for a given fuorophore concentration the 
ncertainties are smaller for a bigger size. The smallest charac-
erizable object size is ;0.75 cm in radius, considering a fvefold 
oncentration contrast and a 20% characterization uncertainty. 

Qualitatively speaking, it is easier to characterize a 
bigger object with higher concentration contrast. 

From these contour plots ~Fig. 6! we see that, when 
he object exceeds 0.75 cm in radius, the character-
zation uncertainties are 20% or less for a fvefold 
oncentration contrast or higher. If we consider a 
vefold concentration contrast as a practical obtain-
ble contrast and consider ,20% characterization 
ncertainty as accurate in practice, we fnd that the 
mallest characterizable object size is ;0.75 cm in 
adius. For a higher concentration contrast ~e.g., 
2yN1 5 20! we can characterize an object with an 

ven smaller size ~e.g., 0.6 cm in radius!. The x2

curves are also plotted in Fig. 7 to ensure that our 
ftting results are not trapped in local minima. 

C. Multiple Moments Analysis 

Given a fvefold concentration contrast, although the 
smallest detectable object size is ;0.25 cm in radius, 
he object is not characterizable unless the radius 
xceeds 0.75 cm because of the functional dependence 
f the scattered FDPDW on the object size and the 
oncentration. As we discussed in Section 2, the 
cattered FDPDW is the superposition of different 
ultipole moments. The monopole is related to 
2a3, whereas the dipole is related to N2a5 at the 

imit of low concentration and small object size ~e.g., 

Fig. 7. Example of x2 distribution versus ftting parameters in 
haracterization of an object with an unknown size: ~a! x2 versus 
oncentration and ~b! x2 versus radius. 
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ig. 8. ~a! Fractional amplitude and ~b! relative phase changes for 
ifferent moments versus object size. The concentration contrast is 
ssumed to be fvefold. Horizontal dashed lines indicate 1% ampli-
ude and 0.5° phase noise level. The geometry is given in Fig. 1~a!. 

when we Taylor expand the moments with respect to 
N2 and a!. For detection, only the monopole need 

fr,l50 frexceed the noise level; e.g., uFsc u . 1% or 
fr 

yFhomo 
uArg~Fsc !u . 0.5°. On the other hand,fr;l50Fhomo 
whenever two parameters appear as a product in a 
function, to ft these two parameters simultaneously 
it is required mathematically that at least two differ-
ent functional dependencies of the function on these 
two parameters exist. Therefore for simultaneous 
characterization of the concentration and size it is 
necessary for both the monopole and the dipole mo-
ments to exceed the noise level. This multipole mo-
ments analysis provides us with another way to 
investigate the detection and characterization limits. 
Given a fvefold concentration contrast ~and no life-
ime contrast!, we calculate the perturbation of the 
DPDW for different multipole moments that are 
ue to objects of different sizes.

fr,l50,1,2 frThe amplitude ~uFsc yFhomou! and phase 
fr,l50,1,2 fr@Arg~Fsc yFhomo!# perturbation versus object 

size for the monopole, the dipole, and the quadrapole 
are plotted in Fig. 8 for different-sized objects, where 
we also indicate the 1% amplitude and 0.5° phase 
noise level by horizontal dashed lines. We fnd that 
when the object radius exceeds ;0.25 cm the ampli-
ude and the phase of the monopole moment exceed 
he noise level ~1% in amplitude and 0.5°!, and this 
bject is thus detectable. Only when the object ra-
ius exceeds ;0.6 cm do both the monopole and the 
ipole moments exceed the noise level, and this object 
herefore is characterizable. The results of this mo-
ent analysis are in agreement with the results from 

 2 ftting and actually provide a more rapid method to 
assess detection and characterization feasibility. 

6. Comparison of Fluorescence and Absorption 
Contrast 

Exogenous fuorophores not only provide fuorescence 
contrast for tumor detection but also enhance absorp-
tion contrast. To compare the fuorescence and ab-
sorption contrast induced by exogenous fuorophores 
we carry out an analysis similar to that in Section 4 
for both FDPDW and excitation DPDW; e.g., we are 
interested only in the amplitude and phase pertur-
bation of the excitation DPDW and FDPDW. Inas-
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Fig. 9. Contours of fractional amplitude and relative phase 
changes versus concentration and radius. The lifetime contrast is 
set to 1 for the fuorescence detection. ~a! and ~b! show the ab-
sorption contrast; ~c! and ~d! show the fuorescence contrast intro-
duced by exogenous fuorophores. 

much as lifetime does not play a role in the absorption 
measurement, to compare the absorption and fuores-
cence under the same conditions we simply assume 
that the lifetimes inside and outside the object are 
equal ~t2 5 t1 5 1 ns! and therefore that there is no 
ifetime contrast for the fuorescence detection. 

Using the geometry in Fig. 1~a! and analytical so-
utions for excitation DPDW and FDPDW,10,27 we cal-

culate the amplitude and phase perturbation for both 
the excitation DPDW’s and the FDPDW’s that are 
due to different-sized objects over a broad range of 
fuorophore concentration contrast ~N2yN1!; e.g., 

ex ex frFheteroyFhomo forthe excitation DPDW and Fheteroy
frFhomo for the FDPDW. The optical properties and 

ther parameters are given in Tables 1 and 2. 1% 
ractional amplitude and 0.5° phase perturbation 
ontours of the excitation DPDW are shown in Figs. 
~a! and 9~b! for different-sized objects as a function 
f fuorophore concentration; Figs. 9~c! and 9~d! illus-
rate the 1% fractional amplitude and 0.5° phase per-
urbation contours of the FDPDW. Assuming a 
etection system with 1% amplitude and 0.5° phase 
oise and utilizing the fuorophore-induced contrast 
for both absorption and fuorescence! we see that, for 
vefold concentration contrast, the smallest detect-
ble object is ;0.5 cm in radius when we probe the 
urbid medium using excitation DPDW, whereas the 
mallest detectable fuorescent object under the same 
onditions is ;0.25 cm in radius. Comparing Figs. 
~a! and 9~b! with Figs. 9~c! and 9~d!, we fnd that, in 
eneral, for a given fuorophore concentration and 
bject size, both the amplitude and the phase pertur-
ation to the FDPDW are greater than those to the 
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xcitation DPDW. Given a perfect optical flter to 
eject the excitation light in the fuorescence mea-
urement, apparently the detectability is better in 
he fuorescence mode than in the absorption mode. 

In fuorescence measurements, however, given a 
-mW excitation light source that emits ;1016 pho-
onsys, the background excitation photon fuence is 
1013 photonsys for a 5-cm source–detector separa-

ion and an active detection area of 0.3 cm in diam-
ter. Under the same conditions the fuorescent 
hoton fuence is ;1010 photonsys ~see Tables 1 and 
 for quantum yield, extinction coeffcient, and life-
ime!. Thus the background excitation signal can be 
 orders of magnitude larger than the fuorescence 
ignal. A small amount of excitation light leakage 
e.g., 1%! can overwhelm the weak fuorescence sig-
al. Therefore, to measure the fuorescence signal 
nd utilize fully the higher fuorescence contrast in-
roduced by fuorophores for detecting hidden objects, 
e need an optical flter with a rejection optical den-

ity (OD) of .4.0 to suppress the strong background 
xcitation light. As we know @see Eq. ~1!#, the fuo-
escence signal is proportional to the fuorophore 
uantum yield. A flter with a higher rejection OD 
s correspondingly needed for fuorophores with lower 
uantum yield. Mathematically the required rejec-
ion OD of a flter is scaled by the logarithm of the 
nverse of fuorophore quantum yield. In the above 
nalysis we assumed a 10% quantum yield. In prac-
ice, for fuorophores with much lower quantum 
ields ~e.g., 0.1%! the fuorescence measurement can 
e diffcult. The required rejection OD of the optical 
lter can be as great as 6. 
Different fuorescent contrast agents generally 

ave different extinction coeffcients. The relative 
uorescenceyabsorption contrast varies with the ex-
inction coeffcient. Consider the geometry in Fig. 
~a! with a spherical object of 0.5-cm radius. Fig-
res 10~a! and 10~b! show the contours of fractional 
mplitude and phase for the absorption signal at ex-
itation wavelength lem, and Figs. 10~c! and 10~d!
how the contours of fractional amplitude and phase 
or the fuorescence signal at emission wavelength 
ex. We fnd that, for a fvefold concentration con-
rast, the perturbation to the FDPDW can exceed 5% 
n amplitude and 21° in phase for fuorophores with 
xtinction coeffcients lower than ;1.0 3 105 cm21 

M21 , whereas the perturbation to the excitation 
PDW exceeds 5% in amplitude only when the ex-

inction coeffcient is greater than 2.5 3 105 cm21

M21 . Note that the phase perturbation to the exci-
ation DPDW is very small ~e.g., ,0.5°! over a broad 
ange of the extinction coeffcients and concentration 
ontrast. Therefore it is diffcult to detect the inho-
ogeneity by use of fuorescent contrast agents from 

nly the phase measurements of the excitation 
PDW. Roughly speaking, if we have an optical fl-

er with an OD of .4 to reject background excitation 
ight, the fuorescence signal provides better contrast 
or fuorescent contrast agents with lower extinction 
oeffcients; only for higher extinction coeffcients 
1 October 1998 y Vol. 37, No. 28 y APPLIED OPTICS 6841 
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Fig. 10. Contours of fractional amplitude and relative phase 
changes for ~a!, ~b! absorption and ~c!, ~d! fuorescence contrast 
ersus concentration and extinction coeffcient. The object size is 
.5 cm in radius, and the source–detector geometry is shown in Fig. 
~a!. For fuorophores with an extinction coeffcient near 1.0 3
05 cm21 M21, we see that the fuorescence contrast is in general 
reater than the absorption contrast. 

~e.g. e . ;2.5 3 105 cm21 M21! is the absorption 
ontrast superior to the fuorescence contrast. 

The background-fuorophore concentration is 
aken to be N1 5 0.1 mM in the above discussion. At 
 fxed relative concentration contrast N2yN1 the 
ackground concentration N1 determines the abso-

lute concentration contrast, and therefore it will also 
affect the perturbation to both the FDPDW and the 
excitation DPDW. As we discussed at the end of 
Section 4, for a fxed relative concentration N2yN1 the 
increase in the background concentration N1 reduces 
he detectability of an object probed by the FDPDW. 
imilar analysis shows that the increase in back-
round concentration N1, on the other hand, en-
ances the detectability through the absorption 
easurement. We have found that, for a given 

ackground fuorophore concentration N1, the fuo-
rescence contrast is better than the absorption con-
trast at detecting a hidden object when the 
absorption introduced by the exogenous background 
fuorophore is low, e.g., eN1 # ma

c 
1, where ma

c 
1 is the 

ndogenous background absorption. 

7. Discussion and Conclusion 

It is essential to have multiple data points to charac-
terize an inhomogeneity by use of a x2 ftting proce-
dure. So far we have considered multiple 
measurements by scanning the detector. We chose 
our scan region from 22 to 2 cm in the above discus-
sion. This scan region was chosen so that source 
and the detector would be close enough to ensure that 
the amplitude and the phase perturbations are 
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Fig. 11. ~a! Fractional amplitude perturbation versus modulation 
requency for different lifetime contrasts; ~b! relative phase per-
urbation versus modulation frequency for different lifetime con-
rasts. Given a lifetime contrast t2yt1, we fnd that the amplitude 

and the phase perturbation that are due to the lifetime contrast 
will be optimally elevated when the source modulation frequency is 
appropriately chosen, e.g., vt2 ' 1. 

greater than the system noise level. Measurements 
made at large source–detector separation will not 
help to improve the detection or characterization if 
the perturbation is less the noise level. 

An alternative approach to obtaining multiple 
measurements is to employ multiple modulation fre-
quencies for a single source–detector position.28 We 
have found that high modulation frequencies are not 
desirable. Higher modulation frequencies produce 
larger wave attenuation factors and therefore lower 
excitation and fuorescence fuences. As we dis-
cussed above ~e.g., see Section 4!, the lifetime is cou-

led to the modulation frequency through the 
emodulation factor ty~1 2 ivt!. The demodulation 
ntroduces an amplitude perturbation ~t2yt1!@~1 1

v 2t1
2!y~1 1 v2t2

2!#1y2 and a phase shift @tan21~vt2! 2
an21~vt1!#. The amplitude perturbation is roughly 

proportional to the lifetime contrast t2yt1 at low mod-
lation frequencies ~e.g., vt1,2 , 1y3!. At high mod-
lation frequencies ~e.g., vt1,2 . 3!, the amplitude 
erturbation diminishes and becomes independent of 
he lifetime contrast. 

The phase shift follows the trend of the function 
an21~x!. It can be shown that the peak of the phase 

shift, Du 5 @tan21~vt2! 2  tan21~vt1!# 5 $tan21@~t2y
1!vt1!# 2 tan21~vt1!%, which is due to the lifetime 

contrast t2yt1, occurs when vt2 5 =t2yt1. Consid-
ring all other factors that contribute to the phase 
hift ~such as the concentration contrast and the en-
ogenous absorption contrast!, we fnd that vt2 ' 1

gives a simple estimate for the modulation frequency 
at which we will approximately obtain a maximum 
phase perturbation. 

These features of the amplitude and phase pertur-
bations versus the modulation frequency are shown 
in Fig. 11 for several lifetime contrasts t2yt1, where 
we assume that we have a 0.5-cm-radius object and a 
fxed concentration contrast ~N2yN1 5 5!. Other pa-
rameters are given in Tables 1 and 2. Clearly the 
choice of an appropriate modulation frequency can 
help in optimal use of the contrast provided by the 
lifetime contrast, and an inappropriate choice of the 
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modulation frequency can reduce or demolish the 
contrast. We can obtain a maximum amplitude per-
turbation when we employ a dc source ~v 5 0!, but we 
will lose the phase information. The rule of thumb 
for choosing the modulation frequency for fuores-
cence measurements is that vt2 ; 1, which will en-
ure that we have enough sensitivity to the phase 
erturbation that is due to the lifetime contrast with-
ut degrading the amplitude perturbation too much. 
his discussion can also apply to phosphorescence 
ith millisecond lifetime ranges for which the opti-
al modulation frequency would be of the order of 

ilohertz. 
We draw the following conclusions: ~1! If our de-

ection system is limited by 1% noise in amplitude 
nd by 0.5° in phase, the smallest detectable fuores-
ent object size is ;0.25 cm in radius, given a fvefold 
uorophore concentration and lifetime contrast. ~2! 
n inhomogeneity can be well characterized within 
% characterization uncertainties if a priori informa-
ion about its size is known. ~3! When no a priori 
nformation about the object size is available, the 
haracterization is then more diffcult. The smallest 
haracterizable object size in this case is ;0.75 cm in 
adius. 

For systems with lower noise levels or higher fu-
rophore concentration contrast, we can then detect 
nd characterize a smaller object. We can also sta-
istically reduce the characterization errors by in-
reasing the number of measurements ~e.g., the 
haracterization error } 1y=N, where N is the total 
umber of measurements!. 
Finally, in our comparison of the absorption and 

uorescence contrast introduced by exogenous fuoro-
hores we fnd that, given a suffciently large furoes-
ence flter OD ~e.g., .4! and fuorescence quantum 
ield ~e.g., h .  10%!, the fuorescence mode of mea-
urements is in general superior to the absorption 
ode for fuorophores with moderate extinction coef-
cients. Some fuorophores with higher affnity for 
umor tissue have been under investigation.29,30 

These high-contrast fuorophores make the fuores-
cent probe more promising and attractive for use in 
tumor detection and imaging. 

Appendix A 

As was shown in Ref. 10, for a fuorescent spherical 
object embedded in an infnite fuorescent turbid me-
dium, the FDPDW is the superposition of the 

frFDPDW in a homogeneous fuorescent medium Fhome 
and the scattered FDPDW Fsc 

fr; i.e., 

fr fr frFhetero ~rs, rd, v, a! 5 Fhomo ~rs, rd, v! 1 Fsc ~rs, rd, v, a!. 

(A1)

Here rs and rd denote the source and the detector 
positions, respectively; v is the source angular mod-
ulation frequency; and a is the object radius. The 
frhomogeneous FDPDW Fhome is 

fr eq1h1 N1 exp~ik1urd 2 rsu! 
Fhomo ~rd, rs, v! 5 A1 F1 2 ivt1 4purd 2 rsu 

exp~ik1f urd 2 rsu! 
2 . (A2)G4purd 2 rsu 

Here A1 is a constant that depends on the optical 
roperties at both excitation and emission wave-
engths ~lex and lem! as well as on the excitation 
ource strength; k1 and k1f are the wave numbers of 
he diffusive photon density wave that correspond to 
he optical properties at the excitation and emission 
avelengths, respectively; e is the fuorophore extinc-

ion coeffcient; and N1, t1, h1, and q1 are the back-
round fuorophore concentration, lifetime, quantum 
ield, and quenching factor, respectively.

frThe scattered FDPDW Fsc can be written as 

eq2h2 N2frFsc ~rd , rs, v, a! 5 A2 1 2 ivt2 

~1! ~1!3 H( @Blmhl ~k1fr! 1 Clmhl ~k1 r!# 
lm 

3 Ylm~V! . (A3)J 
Here A2 is a constant that depends on the optical 

roperties at both excitation and emission wave-
engths ~lex and lem! as well as on the object size and 

the excitation source strength; N2, t2, h2, and q2 are 
the fuorophore concentration, lifetime, quantum 
yield, and quenching factor inside the object, respec-
tively; and Blm and Clm are complicated constants 
that depend on the optical properties inside and out-
side the object at the excitation and emission wave-
lengths ~lex and lem!, the object size and the 
xcitation source position. hl 

~1! is the spherical Han-
el function of the frst kind, and Ylm~V! is the spher-

ical harmonics. e, k1 and k1f are the same as in Eq. 
~A2!. 
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